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Myers: As you’re aware, I’ve called this meeting because some of you have expressed 

reservations about Dr. Rosencrantz. 

Rosencrantz: The new Dr. Rosencrantz. [laughter] 

Myers: Yes, yes, the—new Dr. Rosencrantz. Not the chief of our surgical staff. Although we may 

have different concerns about him. [nervous laughter] I want to make clear to those of you who 

have complained, that the hospital recognizes you have the patient’s well-being in mind, and that 

we take your comments very seriously. And that although from the beginning I’ve been a 

proponent of the—unorthodox training of our newest surgeon, I will abide by the decision of the 

majority here. Let me introduce our lead attorney, [motions] Ms. Metasequoia.   

Metasequoia: Hi. [murmurs, some grumblings] 

Myers: Now don’t get your scrubs in a bunch just yet. She won’t be casting a vote, but I’ve asked 

her here to bring the views from our legal department. In fact, why don’t we start with Ms. 

Metasequoia. Counselor, you have the floor. 

Metasequoia: [dons bifocals; reads from statement] After careful consideration, we have 

concluded that it is in the best interest of the hospital to allow Dr. Rosencrantz go forward with his 

procedure. Our reasoning is as follows: Dr. Rosencrantz’ training has been more thorough and 

more comprehensive than that which most doctors receive by the time they become a resident. 

Furthermore, a conventional medical team will be standing by in the unlikely event that 

complications arise. [looks to Myers] And regardless of whether the procedure goes as planned or 
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requires intervention, this is an historical medical breakthrough almost without parallel, one which 

will save this hospital from financial ruin. [looks up] Thank you. 

Moon: [stands] You can’t train a doctor through a [expletive] wire in his skull! This is— 

Myers: [holds up hand] Hang on, doctor. We want to hear you out, but before you continue, let’s 

all bear in mind that St. Stanislaus is headed for certain closure at the moment. The only thing I 

see on the horizon to keep that from happening is Dr. Rosencrantz. We’ve negotiated media rights 

to his procedure for [pauses, grins] hang on to your chairs—four hundred and eighty million! 

[general commotion] That’s all I’ll say. [sits] Dr. Moon, you views please? Keep it civil, if you 

would. 

Moon: [hits table sharply] This is a hospital, sir, not a freak show! All due respect [inaudible 

aside] Mr. Myers, but our job [sweeping motion] is to take care of patients. Your job is to see that 

the hospital remains solvent and open for business. Let’s not confuse the two. Don’t tell me I have 

to participate in a highly questionable—highly, highly questionable—spectacle because you 

haven’t lived up to your side of the bargain. My record is the best in the region. [wipes spittle from 

mouth] What’s yours? You— 

Bathsheba: [interrupts] Doctor, please, let’s debate issues, not personalities. [background 

murmurs] 

Rosencrantz: Thank you, Doctor. [nods toward Bathsheba] May I speak? [looks to Myers] 

Myers: Of course.   

Rosencrantz: I beg to differ with Dr. Moon. Remote manipulation of proteins has been shown to 

be efficacious in the Indiana Trials— 
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Moon [interrupts] Indiana, schmindiana. Those subjects were all graduate students! Median age 

twenty-four! What you’re doing is completely— 

Rosencrantz: What we’re doing, Dr. Moon, is completely supported by science! Which you’ll see 

if— [produces stack of bound reports] –if you’ll each take one of these. In here you’ll see not only 

the results of the Indiana Trials, but of our own, um, trials. We’ve been much more thorough, as 

you’ll note, especially as regards testing. The subject— 

Myers: The young Dr. Rosencrantz. 

Rosencrantz: Yes, indeed. The subject is peerless in terms of test scores. In fact, just last week he 

passed the boards. [murmurs of surprise]  

O’Smithereen: [wakes with a start] The new doc’s Board-Certified? 

Rosencrantz: That’s right. 

O’Smithereen: Mother of God. [nods off suddenly] 

Santana Garcia Muñoz Gonzales: And the patient has given full consent? 

Rosencrantz: We have a, uh, signed consent, but—[looks to Myers] 

Santana Garcia Muños Gonzales: But what? 

Rosencrantz: Due to medical necessity, the patient has been sedated for the past several months 

of the—ordeal. 

Santana Garcia Muñoz Gonzales: You sick [expletive]! I ought to— 

Myers: [pounds table] Enough! Dr. Santana Garcia Muñoz Gonzales, you are excused from this 

meeting. Will you leave on your own, or shall I call security?  
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Santana Garcia Muñoz Gonzales: I don’t care what you do! I can’t work in the insane 

environment you people are creating. I quit! [slams door on way out] 

[prolonged silence] 

Nancy: Mr. Meyers, what about his vote? 

Myers: Dr. Santana Garcia Muñoz Gonzales has just forfeited his vote, Doctor.  

[another period of silence]  

Moon: So, what about instruments, Rosencrantz? Would you have him use his fingernails? 

Rosencrantz: As you know, the new doctor only needs one instrument, and of that he is already in 

possession. [gasps, murmurs] And after his isometrics regimen, if I may say so, he’s learned to 

manipulate it better than I can. 

Nancy: [stands] You gave him a scalpel? Rosencrantz, you are nuts! What about— 

Rosencrantz: [holds up hand] Thank you for your concern, Dr. Nancy, but the scalpel is sheathed. 

When we’re ready for surgery, we’ll dissolve the mucopolysaccharide sheath with a burst of 

ultrasound. [Nancy sits] 

Dean: [stirs for first time] Mmm. 

Metasequoia: [aside to Myers; barely audible] Too much temazepam for Dr. Dean, I think. 

Myers: [aside to Metasequoia] He had Moon’s drink. And the Mexican’s. 

Rosencrantz: [looks to Myers] So, can we bring this to a vote? 

Myers: I think it’s time. All in favor of allowing the new Dr. Rosencrantz to go forward with his 

procedure? [all hands up except Moon’s] All opposed? [Moon raises hand; O’Smithereen moans 

but does not raise hand’ Dean is inert with his head on the table] As we have one forfeiture and 
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two abstentions, the vote is four to one. [claps hands, smiles] I’ll see you all on the big day, 

doctors!   

St. Stanislaus conference room video archives. Time stamp 22 Mar 05, 22:o6 hrs. End. 

 

Ladies and gentlemen of the jury, this transcript of the video known to 

the court as “Exhibit C-2” has been provided to you for use during 

deliberations. I ask you to only consider the evidence against Mr. 

Meyers, and not to be swayed by the defense’s appeals to emotions. 

Whether or not Mr. Meyers thought he was doing a great service to the 

hospital or to medical science is outside the purview of the law. And 

neither should the unfortunate incident involving the late Dr. 

Rosencrantz factor into your deliberations. You are only to consider Mr. 

Meyers’ culpability in the harm done to the young medical secretary by 

involving her, through coercion and calculated misinformation, in this 

highly dangerous medical experiment.  

Ladies and gentlemen, imagine this young woman waking to find that 

her own baby had cut its way out of her womb in a so-called “self-

Cesarean” when it was unclear whether the medical training provided 

to the fetus was effective. Imagine her finding out that the man she 
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thought was her lover had inserted a miniscule scalpel, provided by Mr. 

Meyer, during amniocentesis.  

The fact that the elder Dr. Rosencrantz was fatally stabbed by his own 

newborn may be poetic justice, but true justice has not yet been 

served. That bizarre accident has no bearing on Mr. Meyer’s guilt, and 

should be put out of your minds as you deliberate. Also, the fact that 

the victim and her baby are now doing well does not in any way erase 

the terrible wrong that was done to her. I know you’ll come to the right 

conclusion. Thank you. 


